1. The team should create a team video to present its ideas on the topic chosen from the list proposed.

2. All entries must be in the form of a digital video, filmed with a smartphone in landscape. Resolution should not be higher than 1GB (High Definition).

3. All entries must be submitted in Creole (No other language will be considered).

4. Three (3) students in an uninterrupted video sequence must submit the entry as one team to represent their school.

5. The length of the video should be between 3min30sec to 4min long.

6. No graphics or special effects are required. A simple and direct recording will be considered.

7. The first speaker should present the school name and chosen theme clearly right at the beginning of the recording.

8. All mandatory fields of the online registration form must be completed when videos are uploaded. Only videos where all three school representative speak on the chosen subject will be considered.

9. The video along with the duly filled registration form should be uploaded on the following link: click here. The deadline for the submission of videos is 30 March 2023 at 23:59.

10. Only the 16 qualified schools will be informed via email.

11. Participants grant MCB and RGSC the right to use their names, photographs, statements, quotes, testimonials and video submissions for advertising, publicity, and promotional purposes without notification or further compensation.

12. Participants also grant MCB and RGSC the right to use, reproduce, reprint, distribute, perform, and/or display the entrant’s video without further compensation or notification to the entrant.

13. MCB and RGSC maintain the right to reproduce, reprint, distribute, perform, display, or exhibit the video for advertising, publicity, and promotional purposes on their website, at conferences, or at any other venue.

14. Participants agree to be bound by the official contest rules and decisions of the jury.